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INVARIANT SUBSPACES
FOR CLOSED »REPRESENTATIONS OF »ALGEBRAS

ITSUKO IKEDA AND ATSUSHI INOUE

(Communicated by Palle E. T. Jorgensen)

Abstract. The first purpose of this paper is to investigate the selfadjointness

of *-subrepresentations of closed «-représentations. The second purpose is to

define the notion of selfadjoint vectors for any closed »-representation n of a

»-algebra sf and to show that n is decomposed into n = Tts{ © it\ , where n\

is a direct sum of cyclic selfadjoint representations of si and 7t| is a closed

»-representation of s? that does not have any nonzero selfadjoint vector.

1. Introduction

Unbounded *-representations of »-algebras have been studied by Gudder,

Jorgensen, Powers, Schmüdgen, etc. from the mathematical interest and from

situations of the physical applications. As Powers pointed out in [6], there are

some pathologies for *-subrepresentations of unbounded *-representations. Let

n be a closed »-representation of a »-algebra si on a Hubert space ßif{ii).

For each ^-invariant subspaces <g of the domain 3S(it), the closure Kg of the

restriction of n to I? is a closed »-representation of si on the Hubert space

<£. But the projection P& of ßf{n) onto I? does not necessarily belong to

the weak commutant n(si)'Vi of the O*-algebra n(si). When Pg € n(si)'Vi,

we have another »-representation np- of si , and n% c nP-, but n% / np-,

in general. Then we study the relation between n^ and np- in detail, and the

selfadjointness of these two »-representations. Incase n is selfadjoint, Powers

has obtained a necessary and sufficient condition for the selfadjointness of n% .

In §3 we obtain the result that n$ is selfadjoint iff P-^3¡(n*) — 3¡{k%) and

that Pg-3f{n) c 3!{n) iff Pg e n(siyw and n = nP-® tij-p- .

We next investigate the conditions under which a closed »-representation

decomposes into a direct sum of some cyclic representations. In this subject,

Powers has obtained that each integrable representation of a commutative *-

algebra that is dominated by a countably generated »-subalgebra is a direct

sum of cyclic integrable representations [6]. And Schmüdgen has shown that

each G-integrable representation of the universal enveloping algebra l?^) of
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the complexification of the Lie algebra & of a connected Lie group G is a

direct sum of cyclic G-integrable representations. But, in case of a general

unbounded representation, as seen in Example 4.4, such decomposition is not

always possible. So, we consider this problem by using the results of §3 and

defining the notion of selfadjoint vectors for any closed »-representation n.

And we have the decomposition, n = n\ © it\, where n\ is a direct sum of

cyclic selfadjoint representations and n\ is a closed »-representation that does

not have any nonzero cyclic selfadjoint vector. Further, we study this problem

for some concrete representations.

2.  PRELIMINARIES

For a dense subspace 3 of a Hubert space %?, let £fc(3) denote the set
of all closable linear operators A in ßf with domain 3 for which A3 c 3

and &{3f) the »-algebra of all A e £fc(3) such that 3 c 3{A") and
A*3 c 3, with involution, t: A —► A^ := A*\&. Then a »-subalgebra of
J¿?^{3) is said to be an O*-algebra. A representation n of an algebra si on

ß^{n) := %? with domain 3{it) := 3 is an identity-preserving homomorphism

from si into 2^(3). A ^-representation n of a »-algebra si on %? is a

»-homomorphism from si into 2'^(3). n is said to be closed if 3(it) is

complete with the graph topology tn that is defined by the family of seminorms

{II • IU(a) = lk(#) • Il: a G si}. For a representation n, the closure of n is

the smallest closed extension of it, and the adjoint n* of 7r is defined as

3{n*) '.= C\a€^3(n(a)*), n*(a) := 7t(a*)*|^(B.), fox a in si . We say that

ft is selfadjoint if n - n*, and 7r is integrable (or standard) if 7i is closed

and 7r(fl*) = n(a)*, for each a in si . The tve<2/c commutant n(si)'v/ of ä(j/)

is defined by n(si)'^ = {C e 38(2?), (Cn(a)Ç\n) = (CÇ\n(a*)n), for each
£, n e 3{n)} . It is known that rc^)« is a weakly closed »-invariant subspace

of 38{%?), but it need not be an algebra [6]. For a representation n of si ,

a subspace f of S"(7t) is said to be n-invariant if 7t(a)<^ G F, for a e si ,

^G?, and a vector ¿; in 3 (it) is said to be cyclic (resp. weakly cyclic) for 7t

if 7t(j/)<j; is dense in 3(it) (resp. ^(re)) with tn . For a family {n^: X e A}

of representations of si , the direct sum n = Xà€A 0 ni is defined as

3 {it) :=\t= (&)A6A ;     & 6 ^(tta)   for each A G A,

2_^ ||7t(a)^||   < oo   for each a G si

xeA

n(a)Ç := {nx(a)^)XeA   for a e si ,  { = (6) G ̂ (ä).

3. Selfadjointness of »-subrepresentations of »-representations

Let it be a closed »-representation of a »-algebra si on a Hubert space ^.

For a projection P in n(si)'w , we define a »-representation of si on PJ^

3(nP) := P3(n),

7Tp(x)Pc; := P7r(x)c;   for x G si , f G ̂ (tt).

Then it follows from [6, Lemma 4.6] that

(3.1)   3{nP)c3{n*),
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(3.2)   Jtp{x)PÇ = n*{x)PÇ, for x e si , { g 3{n).

Powers has obtained the result that np is selfadjoint whenever n is selfadjoint

in [6, Theorem 4.7]. However, itp is not selfadjoint in general. It is easy to show

the following result for the selfadjointness of nP when n is not selfadjoint.

Proposition 3.1. Let n be a closed ^-representation of si on %? and P a

projection in n{si)'^. Then,

(i)   P3(n)=3(nP)c3(nP)cP3(n*).
Suppose P3(n) c 3(n) ; then

(ii)   np is a closed ^-representation ;

(iii)   3{nP) = P3{n*);

(iv)   nP is selfadjoint iff P3(it) = P3(n*).

Let n be a closed »-representation of si  on %f and J? a ^-invariant

subspace of 3(it). We put

3{it\g):=%,
n\g(x)Ç, := it{x)¿:,

for each x esi and £. e 3{n\%). Then n\g> is a »-representation of si on?,

whose closure is denoted by n% . In case n is a bounded »-representation, the

projection P-g of X onto <o is contained in nisi)'^ {= n{si)') ; thus nP- is

well defined and equal to n% . But this is not true for unbounded representations

[6, p. 96]. Hence, we consider the relation between the »-representations np-

and n% under the condition that P~ is contained in n{si)'^. First we have

the following results for n% .

Lemma 3.2. Let f be a n-invariant subspace of 3{n). Then

(i)   3(n^)cPw3(n)cPw3(n*)c3(n^r;
(ii)   {nz)*{x)P=4 = PW7t*{x)c: for x esi , de 3(n*).

Proof. Take arbitrary x e si and £, e 3{n*). For each n e «? , we have

{ng{x*)n\Pg<) = (n{x*)ri\P^) = (n{x*)m

= (n\n(x*yÇ) = (tl\P¥n*(x)Ç).

Hence, P^ G 3 (it g)* and (n^)*(x)Pg4 = P=-n*(x)i. The rest is clear.   D

Theorem 3.3. Let n be a closed ^representation of a *-algebra si on a Hubert

space %",%>, a n-invariant subspace of 3(n), and P% the projection of %?

onto 'S. Then the following statements hold:

(i)   n% is selfadjoint iff Pw3(n*) = 3(n%).
(ii) // P¥3(n) c 3{n) then Pw e n{si)'w.

In particular, if n is selfadjoint then

(ï)   n% is selfadjoint iff nP- = ng ;

(ii')   Pw3(n) c 3(n) iff Pw e nisi)1,,.

Proof, (i) Suppose Pg3(n*) - 3{ng), and take an arbitrary Ç in 3(n%)*.

Then it follows from Lemma 3.2(d) that

{n{x)m = (P¥n(x)m = (n^(x)Pwm = inking)* {x*)S)
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for each x e si  and n e 3{it).   Hence £ = P^ G P^3(n*) = 3(itg).

Therefore, ng is selfadjoint. The converse is clear from Lemma 3.2.

(ii) If Pgr3(it) c 3(n), then for each x e si and £, n e 3(it), using

Lemma 3.2(d) several times, we have

(P¥n(x)d\n) = (P^n(x)P^\n) + (P¥n(x)(I - Pw)d\n)

= (P^n(x)P-^\n) + (ng)*{x)Pw{I - P¥)d\n)

= (t:\P¥n(x*)Pgr¡) = ii\{x*nx*)Pft)

= (C\Pwn(x*)rl) = (Pwc;\n(x*)n).

(i'), (ii') These follow from the above statements (i), (ii).   D

Corollary 3.4. Let If be a n-invariant subspace of 3(n) suchthat Pg is con-

tained in n(si)'vl. Then the following statements hold:

(i)   ng c up- c np_ c (kg)*, ncnP-® n¡-P- c n*.

(ii)   P-w3(n)c3(n)iffn = nP-®nI-p-.

(iii) If n is selfadjoint, then np- and n¡-p- are both selfadjoint and n =

nP- © n¡-pw.

Proof, (i) By Lemma 3.2 we have

3(itg) c P^3(n) c 3(n)   and   ng(x)£, = P^n(x)Ç = n(x)P^4

for each x esi and ¿; e .^(a) . Hence, ng c np-, and the rest is clear.

(ii) This follows from [7, Lemma 8.3.3].
(iii) Selfadjointness of n and (3.1) imply that np- and n¡-P- are selfadjoint

and P%3(n) c 3{it). Therefore n = np- © n¡-p-.   D

Remark 3.5. (1) The converse of Theorem 3.3(d) and the equations in Corollary

3.4(i) do not necessarily hold (see Example 3.6).

(2) If n is selfadjoint, then nP is always selfadjoint; but it is not true in

case of it g . For instance, we have the result that there exists a weakly cyclic

but not cyclic vector £n for a selfadjoint representation n of »-algebra si [7,

Example 8.3.18]. Then 8? :— n(si)Ç0 is a ^-invariant subspace of 3(n) and

ng is not selfadjoint.

(3) Schmüdgen has called a subspace ? (resp. closed subspace <§) of 3(n)

(resp. %f(n)) reducing for n if the equation in Corollary 3.4(d) holds [7, Def-

inition 8.3.2]. And he has obtained the same results as Corollary 3.4(2) [7,

Lemma 8.3.3].

Example 3.6. For a »-algebra si generated by a hermitian element xn and unit,

we define a closed »-representation of si on Hubert space %? :— L2([0, 2]),

3(n) := {/ G C°°([0, 2]) ; /<«>(0) = /<"»(!) = f{n)(2),  « = 0,1,...},

n(x0)f:= -i(d/dt)f   fox fe3(n).

We put

r:={/eCoo([0,2]);/l"l(0) = /1"1(/) = 0,  V/G[l,2],  « = 0,1,...}.

Then ¿? is a ^-invariant subspace of 3(n) and the projection P~ of ß? onto

I? is contained in n(si)'v/, but Py3(n) çt 3(n). This is clear because

i f(t)       (0<t< 1),

{WJ Ai      10 (Ki<2)    for/GL2([0,2]).
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Furthermore, ng (resp. np-, n¡-p-) is unitarily equivalent to a nonselfadjoint

'-representation no (resp. selfadjoint representations nx,n2) of si [3,4],

defined by

3{no):={feC°°{[0, 1]); f^0}= /<»>(1) = 0, « = 0,1,...},

^,):={/en[0, l»-;/w(0)'=/W(í),  n = 0, 1,...},

^(7r2):={/GC°°([l,2]);/("'(l) = /(")(2),  « = 0,1,...},

nj{xo)f:=-i{d/dt)f   fox fe3{nj)   and    i = 0,1,2.

Hence we have

ngr g ^   and   n<^np¥® n,-P-.

4. A DECOMPOSITION OF CLOSED  »-REPRESENTATIONS   7T

Using the results of §3, we decompose a closed »-representation n . First we

define some notions for vectors in 3(it).

Definition 4.1. A vector tp e 3(n) is said to be a selfadjoint (resp. integrable,

bounded) vector for n, if ng is a selfadjoint (resp. integrable, bounded) rep-

resentation of si , where §^ := n(si)tp .

Theorem 4.2. For any closed ^-representation n of si , we have the decomposi-

tions

n = n\ © n2 = it[ © n\ = n\ © n\,

where n\ (resp. n\, n\) is a direct sum of selfadjoint (resp. integrable, bounded)

representations of si with a cyclic vector and ns2 (resp. n'2, n%) is a closed *-

representation of si that does not have any nonzero selfadjoint (resp. integrable,

bounded) vector in the domain. Then n\ is a *-subrepresentation of n\ and n\

is a *-subrepresentation of n\.

Proof. Let {<px}xe\ De a maximal family of selfadjoint vectors for n such that

f^Xl?^ for each k{£)p G A. Then {Px := proj^,.} is a family of mutually

orthogonal projections in n(si)'w . We put Px := Y^,xeA ̂ > ^2 '■= I - Px ■ Since

n(si)'v/ is weakly closed, we have

Px,P2en(si)'„,        Px3(n)c3(n),       P23(n)c3(n),

and so, n = npx © np2. Then npt is a direct sum of a family of the selfadjoint

representations npx of si with cyclic vector tpx. We show that np2 does

not have any nonzero selfadjoint vector. Suppose that some nonzero vector tp

in 3(itp1) is selfadjoint for np2. Then, since P2 e n(si)'Vi and tp = P2q> e

3(np2), it follows that

np2(si)tp = n(si)P2tp = n(si)tp,

which implies that tp is a selfadjoint vector for n . This contradicts the max-

imally of {fi}xe\ ■   Thus, we have the decomposition of n  in theorem, as

ns2 := np2 and n\ := npx . Similarly we can show that n = n\ © n'2 and

n = n\®n2y.   G

Example 4.3. We denote by C°°(R) the set of all infinitely differentiable func-

tions on R and

C0°°(R) := {/ G C°°(R) ; supp/ is compact in R}.
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Let si be a »-algebra generated by two hermitian generators p and q satisfying

the commutation relation pq-qp = -H,' and let no be a »-representation of

si on the Hilbert space L2(R) with the domain Q^R),

(*o(p)/)(0= -idf/dt,

(Ml)f)(t) = tf(t),    /gC0-(R),  teR.

Then the closure n of no is the Schrödinger representation of si , and it is

well known that n is a selfadjoint representation with a cyclic vector <po{t) =

n~x/4exp{-t2/2) and n(si)'w = CI [3, 6]. Hence n has a selfadjoint vector

(po, but 7rn does not have any nonzero selfadjoint vector.

Example 4.4. We next consider an cf*-algebra Jfx on Cg°(R) that contains the

preceding no(si). We put

* = Œ-fit(4;)        ; ágc-(R), o</c<«, «gnI,
U=l        Vai/      C-(H) J

and by the identity mapping on Jf\ we define a »-representation nx of Jfx

on L2(R) with the domain Co°(R). Then nx is selfadjoint and any nonzero

vector in Cq°(R) is not a selfadjoint vector for nx . In fact, by the preceding

discussion, we have

(4.1) 3{n\) = 3*{Jfx) c 3*(n0(si)) = S*{R),

(4.2) (jrx)'v/c(no(si))'v/ = n(si)'w = CI.

For an arbitrary tp e 3(n\), it is in S*(R) and ftp e L2(R) for f e C°°,

hence tp e Cq°(R) = 3(nx). Therefore nx is selfadjoint. Suppose there is a

nonzero selfadjoint vector tp0 in Cq°(R) , then we have P9o e n(si)'w , P9o / 0,

and PVo y£ I. This contradicts (4.2).

Example 4.5. The following simple example shows that there is a representation

whose domain consists of (non)selfadjoint vectors. Let 3 be a dense subspace

of a Hilbert space ^ such that S?^{3) is closed. Hence, each tp e 3 is ultra-

cyclic for &{2) (i.e., 2"^(3)tp =3). Therefore, if 5C^(3) is selfadjoint
(resp. nonselfadjoint) then each tp in 3 is a selfadjoint (resp. nonselfadjoint)

vector for 3"i(3).

Example 4.6. We call a »-representation n of si weakly unbounded, if n is

decomposed into a direct sum of bounded representations of si . Then we have

the following statements.

Statement 1. If n is weakly unbounded, then n is integrable

and each vector in 3(n) is integrable for n .

Statement 2. Let si be a »-algebra generated by finite commu-

tative hermitian generators {ax, a2, ... , a„} and n a closed

»-representation of si . Then n is integrable iff n is weakly

unbounded.

Proof. Suppose n = 0A6A n^ is weakly unbounded, then it is clear that n is

integrable. For an arbitrary tp — (tp{) e 3(n), we have ng = @leK(nf)g   , and

The referee pointed out that this decomposition is also obtained by [7, Corollary 8.3.13].
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so ng is weakly unbounded. Therefore, tp is integrable for n . This completes

the proof of Statement 1. To show Statement 2, suppose n is integrable. Then,

for each k = 1, 2, ... , n , it(ak) is selfadjoint, and so we have the spectral res-

olutions n(ak) = JXdPk{X). {Pk(X) ; X e R, k = 1, 2, ...,«} are mutually
commuting [6], and we have the following mutually orthogonal family,

{P£<:=Pk{Xm-X,Xm]:meN};        £ Pkm = I

meN

for k = 1,2, ... , n. Furthermore we can take {P™k e {Pf} : k = 1,2,...,
n}, satisfying

pmipm2, _pmn ^ q

Since {P™k} c n(si)'v/ and n(si)'w3(n) c 3(n), there is a vector tp in ^(^)

such that P™1 P™2 ■ ■ ■ P™n tp = tp . From this, tp is a bounded vector for n,

and so ft* = 0 in Theorem 4.2. Therefore, n = n\, that is, n is weakly

unbounded.   D

Example 4.7. In this example we deal with the Hilbert space of all Hilbert-

Schmidt operators on a separable Hilbert space. Let ßt be a separable Hilbert

space and 3 a dense subspace of ßtf such that 5f^(3) is closed. We denote

by ßf^ß? the Hilbert space of all Hilbert-Schmidt operators on ß? , with inner

product (•!•) and we put,

^®J:={re/®7; r/cD},

a2{3):= {T e3 ®ßT; XT e ß? ®ß? for each X e &{3)},

then a2{3) is a dense subspace of ßtf®ßif. Thus we have a closed »-representa-

tion n of &{3) on ßT' ®~W,

3(n):=o2(3),

n(X)T:=XT,        Xe^(3),  Te3(n).

We now consider the selfadjointness of elements in 3(n). For this, we remark

that a nonsingular element Í2 in o2(3) is represented as Q - Yln*=x k„e„®e~¿,

for some orthonormal system {e„} in ßtf and {X„ / 0} c C, where ((p®Tj/)4> =

(4>\i//)tp fox tp, ip, 4>, e ß?. Then we have the following statements.

Statement 1. Let

Pa := proj*(>t{3})Q,       %a := n{&{&))&,

where Q = ZZx ^en ®e~n e 3(n) = o2{3) {{Xn ¿ 0}). Then,

Pa e n{&{9))'m and nga = nPn.

Statement 2. A nonsingular element Q = Y*,^n?n ®~ê~n is selfad-

joint for 7i iff

{r((;fceN, Pg^(7t*)} c9.

Statement 3. If 3"t(3) is selfadjoint, then an arbitrary non-

singular Cle 3(n) is selfadjoint for n . If 3"^(3) is not self-

adjoint, then no nonsingular element of a2(3) is selfadjoint

for n.
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Proof. Let n'(A)T := TA for A e 38(ßT), TeßT®ß?. Then we have

(4.3) Pçi = n'{^en®e-ny

In fact, for each T e (I - Pn)^ ® ß*, k e N, and tp e 3 , we have

0 = (T\n(tp ®e-k)Q) = (T\Xk(tp ®e~k))

= ^2(Tej\kk(p ®ëjp}ej)
J'GN

= {Tek\Xk{tp ®e¿)ek) = {Tek\Xktp),

since Xk ̂  0, hence Tek = 0 and

n' (^2ek®ëk) T = T^2ek®e-k- = ^Tek®ëk-=0.

Thus T G (/ - n'iYZ?k ®~êk)W®~&■ Therefore, Pn > n'(Y,ek®ej). Since
&Œ,ek ® Ck) — ̂  »tne converse inequality holds. Furthermore, we have

(4.4) 3(nga) = Pn3(n).

To prove this, for each S g 3(it) we put

A„:=^2Xkxek®ek,        Sn
k=X

then from (4.3),

(\\n(X)n(Sn)Ci-n(X)PiiS\\2)2

= (\\XSnÇl-XPnS\\2)2= (

S A„\0{e &{&)),        neN,

XSYjek®e-k-XSY^ek ek
k=X k=X

XS J2 ek®ek £ i\\xsek\
k=n+X

0       {n

k=n+X

for each X e J2?^{3), where || • ||2 is a norm defined by (-|-). Hence, PqS g

it{&i{3))Cl'*. Therefore, Pa9{n) c 3(nga). Lemma 3.2(i) implies the
converse. From (4.4), Statement 1 is clear.

It is sufficient to prove for Statement 2 that Pçi3(n*) — Pq3(k) if {Tek} c

3 . Suppose {Tek ; Jfc € N, Te 3(n*)} c3 . For each T e 3(n*) we put

S := Tr£ej ® Tj). Then we have Sß? c 3 and XS e ßT ® ßT for each

X e 3"*{3). Hence, PnT = S e 9(it) and Pa9{it*) = Pç>3(n) •
We show Statement 3. Let Q = J2Xne„ ®e¡, be an arbitrarily nonsingular

element of J2?^(3). Suppose Jn?^(3) is selfadjoint. Then it is easily shown

that n is selfadjoint, which implies {Tek ; k e N, Te 3(n*)} c 3 . Hence

it follows from Statement 2 that fi is a selfadjoint vector for n .

Suppose 2f^(3) is not selfadjoint. Then there is a nonzero element tp of

9*(&H9)):=Ç\X(i2,Hçg)9{X*) suchthat tp <£ 3. And putting T:=tp®y/
for nonzero ip G ßf, we have T e 3{n*) but Tek <£ 3 for some k e N.

Hence Q is not selfadjoint for n .   D
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